Frank Yeomans in Vilnius!

Transference - Focused Psychotherapy for Borderline Personality Disorders

September 2 - 4, 2016
Hotel Holiday Inn, Conference Hall, Šimyniškių st. 1, Vilnius

Prof. Frank Yeomans is Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry at the Weil Medical College of Cornell University, Director of Training at the Personality Disorders Institute of Weil-Cornell, Lecturer in Psychiatry at the Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons Center for Psychoanalytic Training and Research, and Director of the Personality Studies Institute in Manhattan. Prof. Yeomans' primary interests are the development, investigation, teaching, and practice of psychotherapy for personality disorders. He has participated in establishing training programs for psychodynamic therapy of personality disorders in numerous sites in North America and Europe. He has authored and co-authored numerous articles and books, including A Primer on Transference-Focused Psychotherapy for the Borderline Patient, and Psychotherapy for Borderline Personality: Focusing on Object Relations, co-authored with Drs. John Clarkin and Otto Kernberg. He works closely with Otto Kernberg and together they travel around the world to hold numerous seminars on various TFP topics. Transference-Focused Psychotherapy (TFP) has its roots in object relations theory. It is an evidence-based psychodynamic therapy designed for patients with the type of condition known as personality disorders. In professor’s Yeomans seminars theoretical knowledge lively intertwine with practice. These lectures will undoubtedly be useful for anyone who works with borderline level patients.

WELCOME!

PROGRAMME OF THE CONFERENCE

2016.IX.02, Friday
09:00 – 09:30  Registration of the Participants
09:30 – 10:00  Opening of the conference
10:00 – 11:30  How do we understand personality!
12:00 – 13:30  A model of psychological structure: Object relations theory
                A diagnostic system for personality disorders based on psychological structure
15:00 – 16:30  What is transference?
                How does the object relations model of personality calls for working with the transference?
                Alternate models of treatment for borderline personality disorders
17:00 – 18:30  Overview of TFP: Strategies
                Assessment: The structural interview
                Video of the structural interview

2016.IX.03, Saturday
09:30 – 11:00  Treatment tactics
                The beginning of therapy: The treatment contract
11:30 – 13:00  Video of treatment contract
14:30 – 16:00  Additional treatment tactics - Selecting the Focus of Attention and Intervention.
                Treatment techniques – The three channels of communication; Technical Neutrality
16:30 – 18:00  Countertransference. Interpretation. Transference Analysis

2016.IX.04, Sunday
09:30 – 11:00  Video of a session
11:30 – 13:00  Evolution of transference and of the therapy
14:30 – 15:30  Supervision of a case

Payment for the conference:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before 2016.VIII.01</th>
<th>After 2016.VIII.02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>120€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One day price</td>
<td>50€</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration: http://doodle.com/poll/Syo3Tp8pq6xSbape5 and psichoanalizesposkaitos@gmail.com
Payment details: AB SEB Bank LT787044060001058322
For more info: http://psichoterapija.org/f-yeomans-konferencija